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Abstract
The paper introduces a continuous-time architecture
and a Modelica library for mission planning based on
behavior trees. It allows to study the long-time behavior
of complex aircraft models in interaction with reactive
mission plans by means of efficient simulations. The de-
veloped Modelica library is used in a mission example
for a solar high-altitude aircraft and the advantages of
the behavior tree formulation in both simulation speed
and modularity are discussed. The architecture will
further be used to deploy automatically coded mission
plans to actual flight computers using the functional
mockup interface.
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1 Introduction
Missions currently envisaged for Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS) pose increasing demands on model-
ing, planning and simulation capabilities. For example,
solar UAS are highly dependent on environmental con-
ditions and must execute autonomous missions lasting
several weeks (see Fig. 1).
long-term missions environmental conditions
integrated systems
Figure 1: The growing complexity of integrated un-
manned aircraft systems, environmental conditions and
long-term missions call for efficient and intuitive tools
for mission design and simulation.
With growing complexity of the systems, integrated
simulation schemes have to be employed, not only mod-
eling the vehicle’s flight dynamics but also its avionics
systems or even aeroelasticity. Such models have to
be as detailed as possible, while maintaining sufficient
simulation speed to also run simulations of long-term
missions. We have shown previously that Modelica is
an excellent tool for this purpose [1].
Additionally, missions of increased complexity and
diversity make use of a range of distinctly developed
UAS capabilities such as collision avoidance, forma-
tion flying or physical interaction with the environment.
In order to further improve a system’s versatility, devel-
opers seek to employ the same system for a variety of
purposes, providing as much autonomy to the system
as possible (see e.g. [2]).
In order to face these challenges, a flexible, scal-
able and intuitive scheme for UAS control systems and
mission plans has to be provided. Ögren recently pro-
posed behavior trees for this purpose [3]. They are
distinguished by their standardized structure providing
a mission design scheme, which Champandard argues
to combine important advantages of different schemes
such as state machines and task planners [4].
However, conventional behavior tree implementa-
tions rely on periodically updating the tree’s status
based on its inputs. This clocked or discrete-time pro-
cessing makes previous behavior tree formulations un-
suitable for continuous-time simulation of long-term
missions. The tree’s update rate would have to be cho-
sen high enough to correctly reflect the system’s behav-
ior. The smaller integrator time-steps and additional
time events would in turn slow down the overall simu-
lation speed considerably.
In order to combine efficient long-term simulations
with the capabilities of behavior tree mission plans,
a continuous-time formulation for behavior trees was
thus developed and implemented in Modelica. The
present paper describes this formulation and the result-
ing Modelica library:
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• The conventional behavior tree formulation is
characterized by discrete-time, sequential, top-
down processing of the tree. The new scheme
is laid out as continuous-time, event-driven, and
bottom-up processing, see Sec. 3. This allows a
simulator to chose large integration step-sizes as
desired for long-term mission simulation. The for-
mulation can be generalized to other languages
supporting event notifications.
• Section 4 introduces the Modelica implementation
of the modified system. A library of base tasks
with clear internal and external interfaces allows
the user to graphically design mission plans and
also easily implement new task types. Additional
infrastructure is provided to simplify communica-
tion with the tree. The processing of an exemplary
simple task is shown in Sec. 5.
• The example shown in Sec. 6 show-cases the mod-
ular assembly of a mission plan for a solar UAS.
The simulation speed of the controlled system
is maintained. A comparison to a state-machine
based approach using the StateGraph2 library [5]
gives identical results.
2 Behavior Trees
Behavior Trees are a technique developed for artifi-
cial intelligence in computer games. They are first
mentioned in this context by Damian Isla [6]. A good
introduction is found in Millington’s textbook [7]. The
approach is introduced to the UAS world by Ögren [3].
Using behavior trees, complex missions are built up
using atomic tasks. These can e.g. query the aircraft’s
state (conditions) or send commands to the underlying
control system (actions). A typical combination of the
tasks is to conditionally execute an action. A solar UAS
e.g. might need to harvest solar energy by maximizing
its flight altitude, if a surplus of energy is available. In
behavior trees, this is expressed using a sequence of
sub-tasks as shown in Fig. 2a.
The task of maximizing potential energy could then
be further composed of two alternatives: Either the
maximum altitude is already reached or the aircraft has
to climb. A set of alternative approaches to a common
goal is expressed using a selector as shown in Fig. 2b.
A sequence executes all its sub-tasks in the given
order until all sub-tasks are finished successfully. The
selector also executes its sub-tasks in the given order,
but returns successfully with one successfully finished
sub-task. The two basic composite tasks can thus be
compared to logical AND and OR operators.
harvest
→
surplus? potential!
(a) A sequence can be used
to conditionally execute ac-
tions, e.g. harvesting po-
tential energy based on the
condition that a surplus of
solar energy is available.
Sub-tasks can be decom-
posed further, such as the
"potential" task shown in
Fig. 2b.
potential
?
ceiling? climb!
(b) Selectors are used to dy-
namically select alternative
ways to approach a com-
mon goal, such as simply
asserting the goal condi-
tion of maximum altitude
or moving towards it by
climbing.
Figure 2: In a behavior tree, simple tasks are connected
to a tree in order to achieve more complex goals.
The main advantage of behavior trees for UAS mis-
sion management is their standardized and intuitive
structure. All atomic tasks describe self-contained and
goal-directed behaviors. Higher-level plans are built
by intuitively decomposing complex goals into sub-
goals. Since all tasks have a common interface and
the switching of tasks is determined by implicit logics,
the user can modularly interchange arbitrary tasks in
the tree. The plans are thus very scalable and human-
readable on all levels of the hierarchy. Additionally,
behavior trees are inherently memory-free and work
with persistent statuses. They thus execute the correct
task immediately after a restart or online modification.
In previous studies, I have augmented behavior trees
with state-machine-like entry and exit hooks [8]. The
necessary notion of transient tasks is complemented in
that paper with an introduction to the processing of ba-
sic behavior trees and further discussion of advantages
as well as prospects of behavior trees for UAS mission
management. A first step towards logical verification
and validation of behavior trees is also covered by pre-
vious research [9]. Here, the formalism is refined for
continuous system simulation.
3 Continuous-time Processing
Conventional behavior trees are processed at a fixed
update rate. At each instance of time, a tick is issued to
the top-most node of the tree. A tick requests a task to
report its status back to the superior task. The standard
statuses of a task are Success, Failure and Running.
The tick is propagated in a top-down manner through
the tree to its leaf nodes. Each composite task, such as
a sequence or a selector, sequentially ticks its sub-tasks
to determine their statuses. Figure 3a uses a sequence
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surplus? potential!
Success
tick
tick
tick
Accept
Accept
Running
activate
activate
Running
discrete time
t2
t1
(a) In conventional processing, a tick is propagated from
the root node of the tree down to the leaf tasks. After all
sub-tasks have been ticked, a task returns its own status
to its superior task. If necessary, additional activation
routines are executed subsequently. This processing is
done in each discrete time step.
t
surplus? potential!
Running
activate
activate
Running
event iteration
Accept
Success
Accept
Failure
Failure
continuous time
(b) The proposed continuous-time processing relies on the
sub-tasks notifying their superior tasks of status changes.
In Modelica, these notifications are generated in event
iterations and passed up the tree. Activation procedures
are still triggered from the top. This processing can be
done in continuous-time.
Figure 3: The processing of tasks in behavior trees is conventionally done sequentially in discrete time. In the
new processing scheme, status notifications are passed through the tree in continuous time. Both variants are
contrasted here in form of sequence diagrams showing processing of the example sequence from Fig. 2a.
diagram to illustrate the process of ticking the example
sequence from Fig. 2a. The sequence is not running at
first. In the illustrated time-step, it asserts a surplus of
solar energy and then decides to accept being activated.
It is subsequently activated by its superior node, and
then activates its harvesting sub-task in turn. The sepa-
rate decision and activation parts of the process are a
consequence of the activation/deactivation procedures
introduced previously [8].
The downside of this straight-forward processing is
that a tick must be issued to the root node with a suffi-
ciently high repetition rate in order to react adequately
to changes in the environment. On the Modelica side,
this is solved using discrete-time events. These in turn
slow down long-term continuous simulations, which
cannot make use of large integrator step-sizes anymore
and have to handle additional integrator restarts.
In order to overcome this downside, I introduce the
bottom-up approach for the decision part of the process-
ing shown in Fig. 3b. Instead of periodically querying
the sub-tasks’ statuses, the superior task is notified by
its sub-tasks about status changes. The superior task
may then adapt its own status to the new situation and
propagate the new status towards the root of the tree.
The activation part of the processing is not changed.
Using this scheme, the example sequence starts with
a Failure status, because it cannot assert a surplus of
solar energy. The harvesting sub-task can then asyn-
chronously decide to accept being activated. This does
not require any status change of the sequence, such
that the change event is not passed up the tree. Finally,
the surplus sub-task notifies the sequence of its new
Success status. The sequence then passes on its Accept
status to the higher levels of the tree and is activated
as in conventional processing. Each of these status
notifications is processed in an event iteration.
If the behavior tree processing is changed in the pro-
posed way, it is relieved of most of the discrete-time
events. Instead, state events will be triggered in Mod-
elica whenever a task changes its status. This allows
for continuous-time simulation. Additionally, status
changes of the behavior tree are resolved instantly as
if the tree had an infinitely high update rate. The addi-
tional cost of iterating state events is moderate, because
typical behavior tree mission plans change their status
at a much larger time-scale than the simulation of the
controlled system.
The new processing scheme additionally addresses
the known limitation of behavior trees in handling
events like a finite state machine as pointed out in pre-
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vious work [8]. With the presented processing, the
foundations are laid to implement event-based behavior
trees in any programming language supporting event
notifications. Additional work will have to be spent on
adding internal or external storage to the tree in order
to convert instantaneous events to permanent statuses.
4 Modelica Implementation
In Modelica, all tasks are implemented as models ex-
tending from a super-class Task, in which the common
properties of all tasks are defined. The Task model in
particular implements the status switching logics of the
tasks. The status cycle used in this work is an extended
version of the one introduced previously [8]. It makes
a distinction between transient tasks and non-transient
tasks. Transient tasks such as conditions can be evalu-
ated without activation. Non-transient tasks such as an
action must be activated in order to evaluate them.
All possible statuses of a task are defined in a Status
enumeration. It defines the following eight statuses:
Success and Failure are the standard transient sta-
tuses and indicate, if the task (usually a combina-
tion of conditions) evaluates successfully or not.
Accept indicates that the task will accept being acti-
vated. It marks the entry point to the non-transient
part of the status cycle. A task can only enter the
non-transient part of the status cycle, if it is acti-
vated by its superior task. This status was called
Activating in [8].
Activating now designates a task, which was prop-
erly activated by its superior task and is currently
performing initialization procedures. This status
can be used to execute the entry hook of the task.
It is introduced here in order to allow for time-
consuming initialization procedures. These were
not possible previously.
Running denotes a properly initialized, non-transient
task during its nominal execution.
Finished and Aborted are the non-transient equiva-
lent statuses to Success and Failure. They indicate,
if a task has finished running successfully, or if it
failed during its execution. These statuses mark
the exit point from the non-transient part of the
status cycle. A task can only leave these statuses,
if it is deactivated by its superior task.
Deactivating, equivalently to Activating, designates a
task, which was deactivated by its superior task
and is currently performing finalization proce-
dures. It can be used to run the task’s exit hook.
Accept
Success Failure
Running
Finished
Aborted
ActivatingDeactivating
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Figure 4: The status of a task is triggered by the internal
trigger flags returns, success and switching (- -)
or by (de-)activation through the active flag (—).
Figure 4 summarizes the complete status cycle. The
task may internally determine status changes marked
with dashed arrows. The status changes marked with
solid arrows can only be initiated by the superior task
through activation or deactivation.
Until the task is activated it can choose its status
freely from Success, Failure and Accept. This allows
transient tasks, especially conditions, to be evaluated
without activation. As soon as the task enters the non-
transient part of the status cycle by being activated, it
is basically bound to iterate its status in the marked
clockwise direction. The task can finally leave the non-
transient status cycle only if deactivated by its superior
task and after passing the Deactivating status.
In order to relieve task designers from coping with
the correct implementation of the status cycle, three
additional trigger flags are introduced. These indirectly
trigger a task’s status:
returns determines, if the task can be evaluated in the
sense of returning a successful or unsuccessful
status or if the task needs to be activated first.
success determines the correct status, if the task has a
returning status.
switching is used to mark initialization and finaliza-
tion of tasks. It can be used e.g. while powering
up resources needed by the task.
The task’s status can now be uniquely determined us-
ing these trigger flags and an additional active flag
provided by the superior task. The trigger flags are also
illustrated in Fig. 4 by the labels of the arrows.
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The appropriate equation is common to all tasks and
a base Task model is thus provided (see Listing 1). It
contains the status switch logics, the three internal trig-
ger flags returns, success and switching as well
as a public uplink connector to the superior task. In
this way, the status dynamics of all tasks are forced to
be consistent and new task types can be conceived by
simply assigning values to the trigger flags.
Listing 1: The basic Task interface contains an uplink
to the superior task, three additional status triggers and
the status switch logics. The function f() implements
the status cycle shown in Fig. 4.
partial model Task
UpLink uplink;
protected
Status status = uplink.status;
Boolean active = uplink.active;
Boolean returns;
Boolean success;
Boolean switching;
equation
status = f(pre(status),
active ,
returns ,success ,switching );
end Task;
A Condition is e.g. defined by Listing 2. It can al-
ways be evaluated to Success or Failure and thus fixes
the returns flag to true. The success flag deter-
mines whether to return Success or Failure. It can be
filled by arbitrary conditional equations, e.g. using an
additional BooleanInput. Because a condition cannot
be activated, the switching flag must actually only be
filled in order to balance the model.
Listing 2: Defining a new Condition task is done by
binding the trigger flags to boolean expressions.
model Condition
extends Task;
BooleanInput u "A boolean input";
equation
success = u; //is used as condition
returns = true; //and always returned
switching= false;// => Not used!
end Condition;
All inter-task communication described in Fig. 3 is
handled by the Task’s UpLink connector and corre-
sponding DownLink connectors of the superior tasks.
The UpLink connector is outlined in Listing 3. The
status variable carries the status information, while
the active flag is used by the composite tasks to acti-
vate or deactivate their sub-tasks. Using these connec-
tors as public interfaces, single tasks can be connected
in a tree to almost arbitrarily complex mission plans.
Listing 3: The BehaviorTrees UpLink connector for
connecting sub-tasks to their respective superior task
passes the sub-task’s status up the tree and receives
an active flag from the superior task.
connector UpLink
output Status status "The task status";
input Boolean active "(De -) Activation";
end UpLink;
Using the interfaces described above, a library of
basic tasks is provided. The library’s structure is shown
in Fig. 5. It includes the most common tasks encoun-
tered in behavior trees such as Condition, Action,
Selector and Sequence. The Root task is needed to
steer the overall execution of the tree.
Additionally, a communication structure is provided
in order to simplify the information flow between the
tree and its environment (Blackboard). The sys-
tem relies on a global memory block using Model-
ica’s inner/outer functionality. Continuous-time
Real variables can be written to the system using the
SetReal block. Each slot is provided with a name and
an active flag. The GetReal block retrieves the cur-
rently active value with a given name from the black-
board. Using this structure, it is possible for several
tasks to write to the same input of the controlled system.
It especially allows to also encapsulate continuous-time
controllers in tasks and to switch between them auto-
matically based on the current behavior tree status.
Figure 5: The BehaviorTrees library contains a num-
ber of standard task implementations. It also provides
infrastructure to facilitate communication with the tree.
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5 Processing of a Sequence
In this section, the processing of the last event shown
in Fig. 3b is detailed with respect to the implementa-
tion described in the previous section. The Sequence
task uses the implementation shown as pseudo-code in
Listing 4. It first processes the sub-tasks’ statuses to
determine its own status triggers. These can then be
processed by the standardized status cycle implemen-
tation as shown in Fig. 4. If the sequence is active, it
passes on this flag to its first accepting sub-task.
Listing 4: The Modelica pseudo-code for the imple-
mentation of a Sequence Task determines the status
triggers and steers the active flag of its sub-tasks.
model Sequence
extends Composite "Task with sub -tasks";
equation
returns = not any substatus[:] is
Accept , Activating , Running;
success = all substatus[:] are
Success or Finished;
switching = any substatus[:] is
Activating , Deactivating;
// <-- Apply status cycle from Task
if active then
subactive[first accepting] = true;
end if;
end Sequence;
Initially, the surplus sub-task has the status
Failure and the potential sub-task has the status
Accept. The sequence consistently returns Failure.
When the surplus status changes to Success, the
sequence’s returns flag changes to false. Apply-
ing the status cycle, the sequence changes its status to
Accept and passes on this status to its superior task.
According to the switch logics contained in the su-
perior tasks, the sequence’s active trigger is then
changed to true. The sequence passes on this value
to its first accepting sub-task, the potential energy
harvesting. This action then changes its status to
Activating, which in turn changes the sequence’s
switching trigger to true. According to the status
cycle, the sequence also assumes Activating status
and passes it up the tree.
Eventually, the potential sub-task generates a new
event, when it switches its status to Running. The
sequence adapts to this change by changing its own
switching flag to false, applying the status cycle,
and passing its new Running status to its superior task.
Figure 6 shows a sequence diagram of this sequence
of events. The single final event from Fig. 3b is split
in three events here. Depending on the superior tasks
and the sub-tasks, these events can also happen imme-
diately one after the other. An action without activation
procedure e.g. immediately leaves the Activating status.
This combines the latter two events into one.
t
surplus? potential!
Activating
active=true
active=true
Activating
Running
Running
Accept
Success
Failure Failure Accept
returns=false
switching=true
switching=false
Figure 6: The detailed processing of a sequence acti-
vating its potential sub-task includes the status triggers.
6 Application Example
The described system is used for show-casing its ap-
plicability to actual UAS mission scenarios. To this
end, a mission plan is built for an electric high-altitude
solar-powered aircraft. This plan is used to steer the in-
tegrated simulation model developed in previous work
[1]. The aircraft is implemented as the non-linear in-
verse of a point-mass model of the flight dynamics
with two controlled propellers. It has 26 individually
controlled solar panels. The total number of continuous-
time states for the aircraft is 72.
The plan is divided in a longitudinal and a lateral
part. The lateral part steers the aircraft towards a hold-
ing position and commands a holding pattern at this
point. This part is not described here in detail. The lon-
gitudinal part of the plan is shown in Fig. 7. It consists
of two sub-goals. The first is to ensure that a maximum
of solar energy is stored in the aircraft. The second
includes the main mission, such as operating a commu-
nication relay at the holding position. In this example,
it is simplified by issuing an altitude holding command.
The energy-maximizing plan is comprised of two
alternative plans. One is used to harvest solar energy. It
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Figure 7: The BehaviorTrees mission plan uses en-
capsulated inputs and outputs specialized for the spe-
cific UAS application. The conditions are marked with
colored frames for comparison with the transitions in
Fig. 8. The plan’s modularity is shown by introduc-
ing a new sub-task of the harvest task (shaded, dashed
line). Only one additional connection is required for
this extension.
is described already in Sec. 2 as the introductory exam-
ple. It commands the aircraft to climb to its maximum
altitude, whenever a surplus of solar energy is avail-
able. The second alternative ensures that a minimum
of energy is used, if no energy can be stored. To this
end, the aircraft first descends to a minimum altitude
and holds this altitude in a way, which minimizes bat-
tery use. This type of using altitude to store potential
energy is called a "jojo" mission. It is important to
notice, that in this plan formulation, the main mission
is only allowed to be executed, if no energy task of
higher priority needs to be executed.
Figure 8 shows a StateGraph2 [5] implementation
equivalent to the behavior tree. It consists of the four
states mission, climb, sink and hold as well as nu-
merous transitions with conditions equivalent to the
behavior tree logic. The corresponding state graph tran-
sitions and behavior tree conditions are marked with
colored frames in Fig. 7 and 8 respectively. It can be
noted, that some transitions have to be reused multiple
times in order to replicate the behavior tree’s results.
The advanced modularity of the behavior tree can
be appreciated even more, when an additional task is
introduced. Figures 7 and 8 also include a sketch of
loading a fuel cell as an additional energy harvesting
task. While the behavior tree only requires one addi-
tional connection, the state graph has to be extended
with a number of transitions. The extension is done
here in an ad-hoc way and optimizations of the state
machine are possible. However, the typical mission
designer will appreciate the facilities to create ad-hoc
plan changes in an efficient way such as provided by
the BehaviorTrees library.
The results of both the BehaviorTrees and the
StateGraph2 mission plans are shown in Fig. 9. A
full day of flight (86400 s) is shown including a full
jojo mission between 6000 m and 13000 m of altitude.
The results of both mission plans are identical: The
simulation starts before sunrise, such that the aircraft
holds its lower altitude limit. When the sun rises at
about 07:50, the batteries start charging. Only when
the batteries are fully charged at about 11:30, the air-
craft climbs to its mission altitude. With decreasing
solar energy in the early evening, the aircraft starts to
sink to its lower altitude limit again.
Figure 9 also shows the related current productions.
The repeated switching with critical battery stems from
highly different power demands for the altitude holding
and sinking tasks in combination with discontinuous
commands from the mission plan. Providing fully con-
tinuous switching will alleviate this behavior.
In order to compare the computational complexity
of the different implementations, the required CPU
time on a standard laptop computer and the gener-
ated number of time- and state-events are given in
Tab. 1. The values are compared for the discrete-time
formulation of the behavior tree and the continuous-
time BehaviorTrees modification. The tree is ticked
once per minute in the discrete-time case. The impor-
tant reduction of both time events and execution time
can be seen. The continuous-time formulation saves
about 80 % of the simulation time and removes all time
events. For completeness, the execution times of the
StateGraph2 implementation are also given, as well
as the results from simulating only the aircraft model
with the recorded command inputs for the same period.
Table 1: The execution measures of the different con-
figurations are determined for a single simulation ex-
periment of the discrete-time and the continuous-time
behavior tree as well as the state graph implementation
and a direct simulation with recorded inputs. CPU time,
number of time events and number of state events are
extracted from the simulation log file.
Configuration CPU time time- / state events
Discrete 368 s 1442 249
Continuous 72 s 0 247
State graph 76 s 60 242
Direct inputs 66 s 25 183
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Figure 8: The StateGraph2 mission plan consists of four places corresponding to the actions of the
BehaviorTrees mission plan. The conditions of the behavior tree are translated into transitions. They are
marked with colored frames for comparison with Fig. 7. It can be seen that the state machine implementation
requires a number of redundant transitions. The complexity of this implementation becomes more visible, when
an additional task is introduced similarly to the one included in Fig. 7 (shaded, dashed lines).
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(a) The altitude results for a full day of flight are identical for both mission plans.
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(b) Also, the energy production and consumption patterns are equal for both simulations.
Figure 9: Both mission plans are simulated with an integrated aircraft model for a full day of flight. The results
are identical for both plans.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
The conventional discrete-time formulation of be-
havior trees can be argued unsuitable for long-term
UAS mission simulation in Modelica because of its
forced update rate. A continuous-time formulation
is thus devised and implemented in the Modelica
BehaviorTrees library. The formulation allows the
simulator to choose large step-sizes, allowing for long-
term mission simulation with behavior tree mission
plans in Modelica. The approach relies on passing
event notifications between composite tasks and their
sub-tasks.
The new formulation also addresses the limitations
of previous behavior tree formulations with respect to
event-handling. It provides the capability needed to pro-
cess behavior trees based on events also in languages
other than Modelica. By providing a suitable data stor-
age, the approach can be used to create event-driven
behavior trees also in real-time environments such as
flight computers.
The Modelica library described in this paper presents
clear public and internal interfaces, allowing the user
to design mission plans graphically on the one hand
and to implement new tasks types on the text layer
on the other hand. The behavior tree infrastructure
is complemented with a communication infrastructure
allowing to conveniently pass signals from and to the
plan without direct connections.
A plan implemented with the BehaviorTrees li-
brary gives identical results compared to an equivalent
plan using the StateGraph2 formalism. The simu-
lation speeds confirm that long-term simulations are
possible with both methods. However, the plan’s modu-
larity is increased using the BehaviorTrees facilities
as compared to a StateGraph2 implementation.
The comparison of results and timings should be re-
garded as an initial qualitative result. It indicates that
behavior trees can indeed conveniently be used to steer
a solar-powered high-altitude aircraft on long-term mis-
sions. Quantitative evaluations and comparisons to
conventional state machines and discrete real-time im-
plementations still need to be carried out. Formal vali-
dation and verification need to be addressed in order to
guarantee consistent behavior between the continuous
and discrete formulations.
The BehaviorTrees library is currently only used
in internal studies and research projects. A commercial,
or open-source, release is currently not planned but not
ruled out either. The library will be further developed
in the scope of a doctoral project and interested users
are invited to contact the author for further information.
Future versions of the library will make use of the
new synchronous elements provided by the Modelica
3.3 specification. These should provide for even bet-
ter performance and robustness. Comparisons to pure
Modelica 3.3 state charts should give similar results as
the comparison to StateGraph2: Similar performance
with improved modularity. Additional improvements
can be made with respect to repeated switching by pro-
viding for continuous switching, where possible.
In summary, the prospects of using BehaviorTrees
mission plans in Modelica are excellent, both in usabil-
ity and in performance. The approach can be valuable
not only for UAS applications, but also for other fields
such as vehicle test automation. Future research effort
will additionally be spent on deploying such mission
plans to actual flight computers using automatic code
generation and the functional mockup interface.
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